Imaging in sump syndrome: A rare complication of choledochoduodenostomy

Sir,

We report a case of a 40-year-old female patient who presented with intermittent pain and tenderness in the right upper quadrant, vomiting, fever, and was diagnosed with a rare cause of ascending cholangitis on magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography (MRCP). MRCP revealed a dilated common bile duct (CBD) of 10 mm diameter and intrahepatic biliary radicle dilatation with marked pneumobilia throughout the liver [Figure 1]. There were filling defects in the distal CBD suggesting impaction of debris [Figure 2]. No fluid level was demonstrated on T2-weighted images [Figure 3A and B]. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) findings favoring ascending cholangitis on T2-weighted images were, duct dilatation with irregular wall thickening and ragged margins [Figure 4]. Stricture is a differential diagnosis, but confirmation is possible only with endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP). In our case, no demonstrable stricture was identified on MRI and findings were further confirmed with ERCP. Limited computed tomography (CT) sections were carried out to confirm the presence of pneumobilia and intraperitoneal free air. The MRI findings of the ascending cholangitis in the context of a former choledochoduodenostomy (CDD) procedure and MRCP demonstration of sludge in the distal CBD led to the diagnosis of sump syndrome. Pneumobilia is the imaging confirmation for a functioning biliary-enteric anastomosis. Furthermore, the patient underwent ERCP and sludge was extracted, and with antibiotic treatment the patient recovered.

Sump syndrome is a rare long-term complication of side-to-side CDD, a common surgical procedure in patients with biliary tract disease in the era before ERCP.[1] Sump syndrome results from accumulation of lithogenic bile, debris, or calculi as well as refluxed duodenal contents in the distal CBD, leading to biliary cholangitis and/or pancreatic complications. In the pre-ERCP era, CDD was a common surgical procedure in patients with biliary tract disease.[2] In the setting of a side-to-side CDD, the bile does not drain through the distal CBD anymore. Therefore, the part of the CBD distal from the CDD anastomosis transforms into a poorly drained reservoir, making this so-called “sump” prone to accumulation of debris. CDD is rarely performed nowadays, and its complications, including sump syndrome, are almost forgotten, especially due to the long interval until clinical manifestations of sump syndrome occur after CDD.[3,4] On imaging, diagnostic findings are debris/stones in the CBD with suggested findings of pancreatitis, cholangitis, or liver abscess. Plain radiograph demonstration of calcifications in the right upper quadrant/pneumobilia, especially when showing dilated or debris-filled bile ducts, should suggest inclusion of biliary sump syndrome in the differential diagnosis. Upper gastrointestinal fluoroscopic [Figure 1: Axial 2D FIESTA MR image demonstrating pneumobilia (arrow) in a 40-year-old female patient who underwent side-to-side choledochoduodenostomy] [Figure 2: Coronal 3D magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography image demonstrating debris and fluid in the distal CBD (yellow arrow) and the anastomosis between mid CBD and duodenum (red arrow) in a patient with sump syndrome]
studies may demonstrate reflux of contrast into the biliary tree through a patent anastomosis of the CDD outlining the CBD and intrahepatic biliary tree. Ultrasound may reveal findings of pneumobilia, biliary duct dilatation, biliary stones, cholangitis, pancreatitis, or liver abscess. CT may demonstrate pneumobilia. However, debris or stones in the distal CBD are the most frequent and most indicative CT findings of sump syndrome. ERCP or percutaneous transhepatic cholangiography (PTC) is necessary for confirming diagnosis of sump syndrome. Enhancement of biliary tree in the form of ERCP or PTC is necessary for the diagnosis of sump syndrome. Dilatation of distal CBD with sludge/debris in a case of biliary-enteric anastomosis should prompt the diagnosis of sump syndrome, especially in settings where ERCP is not available to avoid delay in management. In conclusion, the diagnosis of sump syndrome is challenging as little is known about CDD and its complications.
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